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Readiness for analytics is a three-step process: you must have the right people; the right people must work with 

each other using the right processes; the right processes must support the planning, deployment, and support for 

the right products.  Use this checklist as a way to guide the development of a strategic analytics plan. 

PHASE I: THE RIGHT PEOPLE 

Identify the users and stakeholders.   We want to know who will be using the product and 

who will be consuming the results of the product.  Required: Current skill levels of all (future) users of the 

analytics tool(s) and/or service(s) have been identified, and gaps in skills have been clearly linked to scheduled training 

opportunities. 

Identify the technology team leaders.  Your information technology team will be tasked with 

some aspect of data migration, system configuration, deployment, and/or on-going maintenance and 

support of whatever analytics product you use.  The IT/IS people should be at a point where supporting the 

analytics product or service can be integrated into on-going work -- and never resorted to a "put in a ticket" or 

project-based burden that only gets IT/IS attention when something goes wrong.  If you are planning on 

offloading this tasks to a third-party vendor, you'll need to make a strong case against institutional data 

ownership.  Required:  Current skill levels of any technology team leaders assigned to this have been identified, and 

their schedules have allowed for this to be an on-going requirement instead of a one-off project type of requirement.  

Identify the leaders.  We need the change agents identified -- those people who have the 

charisma, personality intelligence, and wherewithal to both lead and manage every aspect of this 

project, from acquisition and deployment to sustainment and enhancement.  Required:  Key players that are 

needed for success have been identified, including at least one champion, one executive-level sponsor, and a subject-

matter expert. 

 Identify resource requirements.  Future growth and direction must be accounted for in 

planning the time and workload of all analytics users.  Required:  Workload and time requirements have 

been identified for each analytics user and schedules have been balanced to allow for focused attention to the analytics 

process. 

Help develop this tool by sending your comments and 

suggestions to Jesse Lawson (jesse@lawsonry.com). 

mailto:jesse@lawsonry.com
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PHASE II: THE RIGHT PROCESSES 

Articulate strategic focus.  Everything begins with an appropriate mission statement.  Every 

discussion about how to move forward with analytics at your institution should include references to a 

strategic focus. Required: You have developed a mission statement for analytics at your institution that clearly links to 

your institution's mission and goals. 

Corroborate investment need.  It's not enough to just have a tool, you must show how the 

college will benefit from deploying, using, and maintaining the tool.  Nothing is plug-and-play, so 

remember: there's opportunity costs involved with doing analytics the right way.  Required:  You have completed a 

Return on Investment (ROI) analysis that clearly indicates the fiscal and operational values of an analytics investment. 

Develop an institutional roadmap.  Every stakeholder across your campus will need to sign off 

on your intended roadmap, especially your information technology professionals who will be charged 

with ensuring the systems are functional.  Know what your goals for analytics are by articulating them in a 

strategic assessment of where your institution is juxtaposed with where you want to be and why.  Required:  You 

have developed a Strategic Analytics Plan for your institution. 

Foster a two-way communication paradigm.  The users and consumers of the analytics 

system need to have a clear, easy method of communicating directly to the technology team assigned to 

the analytics system.  There should be a cohesion between researchers, information technologists, and end-users 

that is managed and encouraged by a research director or similar position.  Required:  A clear communication 

method has been promulgated to the users, IT/IS supporters, and researchers who all have a stake in the routine 

operations of the analytics system. 

Identify current business processes that will change.  Where will your analytics products 

come into planning, effectiveness, assessment, or reporting?  Each department that will use and 

consume some aspect of the analytics system should have a plan for successfully incorporating these new 

information sources into their existing planning and process paradigms.  Required:  Department leaders where 

analytics will be employed have a clear idea and plan of how the analytics will be used.  At the institutional level, change 

management and process requirements have been identified and resources for success planned and distributed. 

Identify areas where current analytics is being used.  You cannot begin investing in third-

party products until you have exhausted investment opportunities within your college.  Identify where 

analytics has been used and discuss with The Right People what works -- and what doesn't.  Required:  Identify 

areas where the college is experienced in analytics, including research questions we are using analytics to help answer. 
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Identify areas where analytics is needed.  We need insights into why our current researchers 

and tools cannot answer the questions we have.  Additionally, we should know what questions we want 

to answer and why.  Required: Areas where analytics is needed have been identified, including priority information 

requirements and why a third-party solution is preferred over in-house analytics.  

Assess data warehousing and access paradigms.  Researchers need access to data.  Data 

stewards should be identified and common retrieval and archiving paradigms planned and in place. 

Required: Researchers have access to and ability to pull data from information systems.  Data stewards or database 

administrators have a clearly published schedule of data freshness and access request methods. New users should have 

a clear path to gaining authorized access.  

 PHASE III: THE RIGHT PRODUCT(S) 

Conduct needs analysis.  Before investing in an analytics system, an institution should list out all 

the things they want it to do, the questions they want to have answered, and the processes they want to 

foster.  This step is product agnostic.  Required:  Features and process paradigms of a hypothetical, ideal analytics 

product have been identified and used as a baseline in selecting a product or service.  

 Identify mission-critical features.  An analytics product must address an institution's mission 

and strategic objectives, and to do this, an institution must identify the mission-critical features that 

make this product the right choice over other investment opportunities.  Required:  Mission-critical features of the 

product have been linked to strategic objectives, and a clear picture of why these features are mission-critical have been 

presented alongside a needs analysis of how current institutional research & analytics efforts do not meet these needs. 

 Identify location on analytics spectrum. The final part of the analytics readiness checklist is 

to identify where on the analytics spectrum your institution is.  The final pieces of your strategic analytics 

plan will address how your new analytics system and processes will help the institution evolve from where you 

are on the spectrum to where you want to be.  Required:  The institution's location on the analytics spectrum has 

been identified and a plan to move to the next step (short-term) and two steps ahead (long-term) has been integrated 

into the strategic analytics plan.  

Additional Reading and Resources:  

- The Analytics Spectrum: Which Era Are You In?  

- An Analytics Readiness Checklist For Higher Education 
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